Saint Mary's chooses Hickey to lead College

'Dedication' nets Hickey top post at College

By PEGGY PROSSER
Staff Reporter

William Hickey is the new president of Saint Mary's because of his strong dedication to students, faculty and staff, said Sister Margaret Michael, a member of the College's Board of Regents and one of the seven Sisters of the Holy Cross in charge of selecting the new president.

"He's very dedicated and he's very alive. He's dedicated to the students, faculty and staff of Saint Mary's. He's eager to work with the sisters of Holy Cross for the future of the college," she said.

Michael said it was her responsibility as Regional Superior of the Midwest region to see that the mission of the women's college was carried "out in a social situation." She believed Hickey to be the best choice for the College and its future, she said.

The choice of a president was a hard decision because we wanted to look down the road at where Saint Mary's was going and where Saint Mary's needed to go, we tried to project who could take us into the future," Michael said.

University of Notre Dame President Theodore Hesburgh described Hickey as a "wonderful choice" for the College.

see HICKEY, page 5

New president praises SMC faculty, facilities

By THERESA GUARINO
Saint Mary's Executive Editor

"We have a choice that I would have," said William Hickey Friday morning as Students' new president announced he is the new president of the College.

Hickey, former vice president and dean of faculty at the College, had been serving as acting president since the resignation of John Dugan last February.

His appointment is effective immediately. "Saint Mary's is the ninth president in the history of the College.

Hickey's selection was announced by Sister Francis Bernard, superior general of the Sisters of the Holy Cross, at a morning press conference. Brother Michael also chairman of the Administrative Members of the Board of Regents, the group who chose Hickey from among three finalists recommended to them by a presidential search committee.

Hickey said he gave much thought to the idea of pursuing the presidency after Dugan's resignation and considered whether it was time for a woman to assume the presidency at the College. He said, however, that he believed he had the experience necessary.

The two other finalists considered for the post were women administrators at other Catholic colleges.

He called Saint Mary's "the outstanding women's Catholic college in the United States. "It is wonderful to be able to move into an institution" such as Saint Mary's, he said.

Hickey cited the College's "strong facilities, first-rate faculty, and excellent resources," as areas to build on. He also began a program to pursue faculty development, with "long-range and immediate impact."

"We must provide (the faculty) with greater support to do what it does best," Hickey said. "This includes improving resources available for faculty, reduction in course loads, increased research funding, and improvement of tools available."

In regard to growth, Hickey said that "student enrollment is optimal. "We don't plan to increase size."

Minority enrollment remains a problem that College administrators are discussing, he said.

"We can't give you a specific plan because we think that student government has done a lot of work in minority high schools." "An institutional commitment," to minorities is needed for effective improvement, according to Hickey. "We have to feel that it's important to have minority students and then provide them with resources," he said.

Diversity is another issue administrators are currently debating. Hickey said. According to him, diversity for the College would see PRESIDENT, page 6

Six SBP, SBV tickets debate issues as election nears

By LYNN R. STRAND
Staff Reporter

Student life, efficient student government and financial accountability were debated last night by six candidates for Notre Dame student body president.

"Our main goal is to make student government work more efficiently," said Bruce Lohman, whose running mate is Jim Cran dall. "We want to involve as many students as possible."

Domagalski, who is running with Laurie Bink, said he considered their ticket the most experienced. "We think we are the best ticket. Our goal is to produce immediate results."

Dame said, "We want to establish financial accountability (for student government operations). We want to bring in an independent accounting firm to look over our budget."

Mike Millen also discussed financial reform. "There's a lot of cash floating around student government making interests." According to Millen, whose running mate is Sheila O'Connor, student government cannot account for $15,000, and the student body treasurer and the Student Activities Board has given conflicting reports on another $20,000. "No matter how you slice it (student government issues), it all revolves around cash," he added. "Students should know where all the cash is going."

Approximately 100 people attended the two-hour presidential debate in the Memorial Library Auditorium.

Mike Torkelson said he wants safer sidewalks, more entrances for the handicapped, and increased enrollment of minorities. "We'll strive for a commitment for a 40 percent enrollment of women and a 10 percent one for minorities by 1990."

Torkelson said and his running mate, John Kroemer promise to stress student life instead of student government.

Steve Guenther, Tom Gries' vice presidential candidate, stressed with Torkelson, "The student government is not for the individual, but for the students." Gries was not present for the debate.

Mike Swick said he wants to reduce the size of student government. "We think there's too many bodies trying to do the same thing," he said. Swick's running mate is Don Momanaro.

Switch's opening statement in the debate was that his ticket would start a national campaign to change "macaroni and cheese to fire and macaroni. We really think it's something student government can sink its teeth into."

The presidential ticket of John Walsh and Pat Walsh did not attend the debate because they had an off-campus social event and just couldn't attend," Pat Walsh said later.

Concerning student involvement in student government, Millen noted he started a Progressive Student Alliance, a committee to directly collect student opinion by voting dorms. "We can use the Alliance to take proposals to the administration," he said.

"Student government never made a connection to me in my three years here," said Torkelson.

On the issue of relations between student government and administration, Torkelson said his ticket "has no rubber stamp it (the administration's) policies."

Guenther agreed, saying "We have to stand up to the University, The alcohol policy wouldn't come out a lot softer if the students were behind it."

Milleden said, "It's quite clear that the administration has made no commitment to WVFI, referring to the student station's future status. If elected, he would "her-
In Brief

The Student Activities Board steering committee has announced the selection of the 1986-87 Student Activities Board - board manager, Frank Videgar, general business manager, Paul Bierbuse, and controller, Ann Foley. - The Observer

Rioting in Egypt, which began last Tuesday near the Great Pyramids, has caused the American University of Cairo to cancel classes. Approximately 3,000 students are located at the school, which is several miles from the fighting. The students, Marc Clerk of Lawrenzton, Ind., Paul Nobbe of Fortville, Ind., and Clarice Krout of Coon Bay, Ore., are all safe and abiding by a city-imposed curfew, according to Dr. Isabel Charles, assistant provost of Notre Dame and director of the foreign study programs. - The Observer

Barbra Streisand has earned nearly $100 million during her lifetime, but Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev makes a mere $18,700 a year, People magazine reported. In their March 10 issue People compared the salaries of various celebrities. Miami Vice director Don Johnson and Philip Michael Thomas earned $29,000 and $22,000 a week respectively in their fifth year. Young Communist leaders earn much less than capitalist salaries. Besides Gorbachev, Cuba's Fidel Castro brings home $960 a year and Deng Xiaoping of China earns $2,200 a year. - AP

Of Interest

The president of Frank C. Nahser, Inc. Advertising in Chad, will be speaking tonight at 6:30 in Carroll Hall. Ron Nahser's speech is titled, "Business as a Spiritual Journey," and will introduce students to the Christian approach to business and ethics. Nahser is currently executive-in-residence at DePaul University's School of Business. His speech is co-sponsored by the Business Department and the Center for Spirituality. - The Observer

Saint Mary's Student Government commission members are due tomorrow. Interview sign-ups are at the Homer Center desk where applications can be turned in. - The Observer

The Kellogg Institute will hold a brown bag seminar tomorrow in Room 131 of Decio Hall at noon. Scott Mainingwar, assistant professor of government and a Kellogg Fellow, will speak on "Grass Roots Movements and Democracy in Brazil." - The Observer

"Killing Us Softly," a film that explores the use of sexually-oriented imagery in advertising, will be shown in the dorms starting today. Following each showing will be a discussion with members from the Notre Dame faculty and staff. - The Observer

The Kellogg Institute and the College of Arts and Letters will be sponsoring two panel workshops today. The first, on the issue of "Perspectives in Economic Development," will be in Room 131 of Decio Hall at noon. The second will focus on "The U.S. Economy and Public Policy - Problems and Prospects" and will be held in the Piazza of the University Hall at 4:15 p.m. The workshops will be open to the public.

N. Scott Momaday will be holding a workshop in the library lounge at 1:30 p.m. The workshop is part of the Sophomore Literary Festival and is sponsored by the Student Activities Board. - The Observer

All students interested in running for student senator are encouraged to attend a meeting tonight at 7 in Room 118 of Newnham Hall. A meeting for those interested in running for class officer will follow at 8. - The Observer

The Student Activities Board - steering committee has announced the selection of the 1986-87 Student Activities Board - board manager, Frank Videgar, general business manager, Paul Bierbuse, and controller, Ann Foley. - The Observer

Rioting in Egypt, which began last Tuesday near the Great Pyramids, has caused the American University of Cairo to cancel classes. Approximately 3,000 students are located at the school, which is several miles from the fighting. The students, Marc Clerk of Lawrenzton, Ind., Paul Nobbe of Fortville, Ind., and Clarice Krout of Coon Bay, Ore., are all safe and abiding by a city-imposed curfew, according to Dr. Isabel Charles, assistant provost of Notre Dame and director of the foreign study programs. - The Observer

Barbra Streisand has earned nearly $100 million during her lifetime, but Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev makes a mere $18,700 a year, People magazine reported. In their March 10 issue People compared the salaries of various celebrities. Miami Vice director Don Johnson and Philip Michael Thomas earned $29,000 and $22,000 a week respectively in their fifth year. Young Communist leaders earn much less than capitalist salaries. Besides Gorbachev, Cuba's Fidel Castro brings home $960 a year and Deng Xiaoping of China earns $2,200 a year. - AP

Weather

Generic weather. Cloudy and cold today with a chance of flurries, with a high around 35. Mostly cloudy and cold tonight, with a low around 25. Mostly cloudy tomorrow with a 20 percent chance of snow and a high of 35 to 40. - AP
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Campus groups will survive 'changing of the guard'

Last summer I had the opportunity to work for IBM in Endicott, N.Y. During my time there, I was treated as a full member of my department. I became involved with my work and developed friendships with my co-workers.

Then, one day in August, it was time to leave. And I realized that after I left, the department would continue much as it had before I came. People would continue with their work, and after a day or two it would seem as though I had never been there. The few programs I had designed would soon be forgotten by everyone in my summer's work.

I had felt like a contributing and important member of the department, yet my absence was not damaging. The department continued to function. And it probably would have continued to function, albeit somewhat less smoothly, if one of the regular employees had left.

Last night I saw Student Body President Bill Healy sit in the audience as six candidates tried to explain why they are qualified to take his place. He probably realized that tomorrow someone else will be in the limelight, beginning the year much as he did, full of promises and ideas.

He will be student government to which he's devoted a year of his life to continue to function and change without him. Next year, only a few of his programs and accomplishments will remain intact.

The new student government members will function as best they can in the roles they are given. Those who gave so much time this year will no longer be needed.

Seniors in general are finding themselves slowly being replaced. As graduation nears, underclassmen begin to take over the roles the seniors worked so hard to earn. In May the proud graduates will march forth from Notre Dame. When they return as alumni the University will be running quite fine without them.

We must face the fact that the last beyond the people who run them. No matter how important a given person is to a group, if the structure is sound the organization will somehow continue without that person. Individual contributions are not forever, but they are overshadowed by day-to-day concerns.

Our moment in the sun at Notre Dame is very short. While here, we make a difference to our dorms, our clubs and our classes. But soon we move on and become unknown faces in a new job and different environment. When we return to Notre Dame in years to come, few of us will find much evidence remaining from our four-year stay.

The temptation is not to care. What real difference can we, as individuals, make to our environment? Our contributions appear insignificant when we are "the big picture," and they are soon overshadowed by those who take our places.

But of course, we have to care. Few of us make a big difference, but many of us make a little difference. It is all the little differences, pooled together, that create a government, a team or a University.

This year's candidates for student body president aren't hoping for lasting fame. They are hoping off that while in office they will make life a little better for everyone at this University. The new president will probably not effect many lasting or far-reaching changes. He will (we hope) care about and work for the students, and doing so will help them in some way.

As I write my last inside column for this newspaper, I know that tomorrow or next week a few people will remember the column they read today. The Observer will continue without me. Someone else will fill this space.

But I leave knowing that for four years I cared about this newspaper and helped it in small ways. I know that someone has sympathized with, laughed at, or learned something from one of my articles.

The Class of '86, as they rapidly approach graduation, can take pride in the fact that for four years they have cared about and worked for this University in some way. In doing so, they have gained the maturity and knowledge to contribute in another arena. They may not have individually made a lasting impression on this University, but their small impressions have made this a different place from the Notre Dame they entered four years ago.

Although the faces are changing, the place will continue. It is all the faces that have cried and cared that become the face of the University.
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University divestment called for at anti-apartheid rally

By ELLYN MASTAKO
Senior Staff Reporter

"We are no longer the Fighting Irish. We've become the pet poodle of the corporate world," said Professor Peter Walsh, at an anti-apartheid rally Friday afternoon on the steps on the Administration Building.

The rally, which culminated Anti-Apartheid Awareness Week, was attended by approximately 100 to 125 people.

Walsh, a professor of government and international relations, criticized Notre Dame for betraying its responsibility to the Catholics in South Africa.

Profs debate University divestment

By BETH CORNWELL
Staff Reporter

With a student referendum on divestment tomorrow, two of the major proponents of each side of the issue met Friday night to debate Notre Dame's investment in companies which have holdings in South Africa.

Professor Peter Walsh, director of African studies, debated Father Theodore Hesburgh, the issue met Friday night to debate Notre Dame's investment in corporations which were already in the process of abandoning the apartheid cause.

Walsh, a professor of government and international relations, criticized Notre Dame for betraying its responsibility to the Catholics in South Africa.

Walsh spoke first, in favor of divestment. He said that the administration had three reasons for the decision to divest: economic sanctions available.

In response to those arguments, Walsh said that "the effect on the workplace has been inadequate," that "the South African regime is not abandoning the apartheid system, but only fine-tuning it," and that "the hurt to blacks (caused by divestment) will only be short-term... all of South Africa is calling out for divestment."

"When we have divested, we will have trade and economic sanctions available. There are two levers for change, black struggle and economic sanctions, which must be used simultaneously to produce an effect on the South African situation." Williams, arguing for the University's policies, said that there are different ethics underlying the opposition positions on the issue. He called the University's ethic of stewardship, a belief in "optimum use of power for human welfare." He said the University hopes to use its investments to promote change.

"I know of no better way to get things moving down there. I have no faith in sanctions. I have no faith because all my economist friends tell me they will never work. They never have worked," he said.

"If I had heard that the majority of blacks wanted divestment, that's better," Williams said. "When I was there this summer I was quite open to hear that. I talked to everyone who would talk to me, but I just didn't hear that."

"We are no longer politely asking, we're demanding that they listen to the call of their fellow man," he said, as at which point the crowd broke into chants of "Divest now."

Walsh refuted the idea that "the South African regime is not abandoning the apartheid system, but only fine-tuning it," and that "the hurt to blacks (caused by divestment) will only be short-term... all of South Africa is calling out for divestment."

"We came to the rally already made up their minds. It doesn't matter how many people were there. What was important was what was said," he said.

Dettling began his speech by saying that University President Father Theodore Hesburgh's analogy between the blacks' struggle for civil rights in the United States and the apartheid problem in South Africa is incorrect.

He said simply saying Notre Dame is going to divest is "passive divestment." He called for a different type of divestment. He wants Notre Dame to issue an ultimatum to the multinational companies to divest from South Africa in six months if the situation in South Africa doesn't change. If, after the six months, nothing has changed then Notre Dame will divest.

"Much of the wealth in South Africa today is the multinationals. Investments in South Africa by these companies has tripled since 1970 yet the apartheid system has gotten worse," said Dettling.

He called the University's stand on the issue of apartheid "Mickey Mouse rhetoric," adding, "We don't want a form of apartheid, we want it abolished." He described the situation in South Africa as deteriorating into a mass battleground.

Dettling then addressed the issue of student participation in the apartheid cause. "Our peers are so immersed in their private lives and they're too afraid to be allied with a liberal cause. They don't think that they're important enough to make a change," he said.

He refuted this idea by quoting Robert Kennedy, "Each time a man stands up for an ideal... he sends forth a ripple of hope that forms a current... that can rip down even the mightiest walls of oppression."

Dettling finished by calling for all in the Notre Dame community to take a stand against the system of apartheid in South Africa.

Father Pat Mullen, a member of the Anti-Apartheid Network, spoke of the legitimate black South African leaders who are calling for Americans to divest.

"We are no longer politely asking, we're demanding that they listen to the call of their fellow man," he said, as at which point the crowd broke into chants of "Divest now."

Mullen asked the crowd to vote for divestment in the elections tomorrow. He concluded by asking the crowd to take a minute to pray for the blacks in South Africa.

After the minute of silence he led the crowd in a chant of "Freedom yes, apartheid no."

Father Basil van Rensburg, a South African priest in Cape Town, told of the U.S. and South African bishops who speak of divestment as an act of solidarity because "we are all part of the great big family of the church."

"I plead for Notre Dame to divest and not to legitimate the government in South Africa by keeping your investments in South Africa," he said.

"We look to this country and we're not getting the support that we should get," he added.

"I'm a priest. I can't support a priest from the Soviet district in South Africa and a Keloog fellow, Father Buti Thagale. Thagale said the political reform promised by South African President P.W. Botha is only to please the outside world, he told of the actual conditions which exist in the country, citing examples of 10-year-old children being jailed for throwing stones."

---
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Student leaders argue about pros and cons of constitution

By SCOTT BEARBY
Assistant News Editor

The fate of the proposed new constitution for Notre Dame stu-
dent government, which has weathered a storm of debate, will be decided by the student body tomorrow as both proponents and opponents work to make the issues of the plan known.

All three of the major proposed changes from the current con-
sitution are the focus of debate: amendments to the constitution; the elimination of the hall presidents' committee; and having the student Senate act on campus-wide issues, just as the United States Senate acts on national issues.

There have been two underlying concerns that have plagued the issue: how much power will the student Senate have? And how much power will the Hall Presidents' Committee have?

Although saying the "basic plan of the constitution itself is pretty good," HPC Chairman Kevin Howard said he feels "a glaring error" in the plan by eliminating the HPC's authority to approve amendments to the constitution. Howard said taking this power away from the HPC results in eliminating major input from student government. He also said the plan's reduction of the HPC role would result in the body being more removed from student government.

Senator Jim Hagan, a sup-
porter of the proposal, said the plan is designed to centralize power so that student government speaks with one voice. He said eliminating HPC's ability to ap-
prove amendments would get them out of the business of legislative matters and allow them to guide residential life.

However, Carroll Hall Presi-
dent Steve Kern called the proposed constitution "decentralized to HPC and its role in student govern-
ment." Kern objects to the senate having the ability to both propose and adopt amendments. Joanie Cahill, Lyons Hall president, said that if the proposal is approved, "one body will have the ability to change the constitution. It would be good to have another body as a check."

Senator K.C. Culum said that although HPC will not have the ability to approve an amendment, it still would be able to propose an amendment existing as a suggestion to the senate or student body. Com-
mittee on Restructuring Chair-
man Brian Holtz added that any student, not just the senate, can propose an amendment. Under the proposed constitution, a two-thirds approval of the voting stu-
dent body will still have the right to pass an amendment. HPC is afraid that the senate will become a tyrannical group," said Culum. He said this would not be the case, however, because a three-fourths approval of the senate would be needed for an amendment to pass. Holtz added that the plan would still make the student body president have veto power over senate action with a provi-
sion for senate override of the president.

"People on the core (restructur-
ing) committee say HPC doesn't need that role (of approving amendments). HPC feels it's right to have that role," said Howard. Kern said he felt the proposal would make the senate superior to HPC, which should not be the case.

Culum said he likens the pro-
posal's new structure to the federal/state system of the United States. He said the Student Senate will act on campus-wide issues, just as the United States Senate acts on national issues. Similarity, Culum said he views the role of the hall president as similar to a state governor. The revised struc-
ture, according to Culum, will allow the hall presidents to deal with issues pertaining to their dorms.

Hagan said the proposal "leaves HPC autonomous." However, Cahill said although supporters of the plan are calling HPC autonomous, the body will still have accountability by having more member input.

Committee Restructuring

A second major area of disagreement is the revised struc-
ture of standing committees in the senate.

According to the plan, elected senators will serve on five of the five standing committees. The Committee on Rules, the only com-
mittee not to have senate members, would have senate representative. Hagan said the committee structure is more "accountable by having more elected officials serve where appointed people previously sat. He said the committees will also promote more efficiency. "Having senate the role to do what everyone is asking them to do."

"The committees are unrealistic," said Howard. He said the proposal for "focusing com-
mittes to exist when they don't need to."

Kern and Cahill also said they had problems with the committee structure. Kern said he feels the committees will add bureaucracy, while Cahill said the elected senators would have final say in areas in which they do not have a great deal of expertise. Cahill specifically mentioned their power to overrule the Student Ac-
tivities Board or making announcements for SAB ac-
tivities.

Having senate members involved in standing committees, however, will provide better ac-
countability of financial matters, according to Holtz. He said people elected by students will be making student government deci-
sions previously made by ap-
nointed officials. The senate will not control the presidential cabinet but will be a check on the appointees, Holtz said.

Senate Composition

Under the constitutional pro-
posal, the Student Senate would be composed of representatives repre-
sentative from each hall, two senators elected from each sub-
campus, and each class president. The student body president will serve as chairperson of the senate and will vote only in the case of a tie.

Kern questioned why class presidents were put as voting members of the senate when he said, "It was totally contradictory to the philosophy of the writers (of the proposal)." In the original proposal class presidents were not added until after the senate members but were added at a later date.

Holtz said if there would be class representation on the senate is to have "some shared representation of age," because hall senators may repre-
sent one class more than others.

Both Howard and Cahill said they see problems with the general structure of the senate, a structure which Cahill says does not know its purpose. She also said the proposal of having a 30-person senate will not be better, despite hall senator representation.

Holst, however, said "it is time for a change," because the present senate and student government structure is not working effective-
ly.
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Ginsberg opens literary festival, sings about punk rock, plutonium

By PEGGY PROSSER
Staff Reporter

Post Allen Ginsberg opened the 1986 Sophomore Literary Festival Saturday night with musical renditions of poems dealing with punk rock, radicalism and plutonium. The senior Brad Ray on the guitar. Ginsberg began by explaining the history of punk rock. "Father Death Blues" was written about the illness and subsequent death of his father, poet Louis Ginsberg. "Suffering is what was born, ignorance may be forlorn," the message in the poem. The poem went on to give directions on where his father was buried in Paterson, New Jersey.

His poem "Homework" gave his ideas on cleaning up various parts of the world, such as "Rinse down the acid rain on the Parthenon and Sphinx.

His style also extended to "rap" style poetry, such as the poem, "The Little Fish Devoured the Big Fish." The poem dealt with the problems in Nicaragua, which he saw firsthand in his travels.

Ginsberg's poem "Moral Majority" told those listening that "nothing is wrong with Jerry Falwell, just a little mean streak." He ended the evening with another rap style poem, called Do the Meditation Rock. In this poem, he instructed the audience to the proper way to meditate and relax.

"It's never too late to do nothin' at all," was his message.

Joyce added, "The key role he's played at Saint Mary's as faculty member and administrator makes him an excellent choice."

Keith Egan, one of two selected faculty representatives on the presidential search committee, said he was glad a former faculty member was chosen.

"We were glad to find out that one of the faculty could go on to become president of Saint Mary's College," said Egan.

"Dr. Hickey looks like a good man to lead us," he said.

As the student representative to the search committee, student body president Anne Marie Kollman said she organized a group of students who were given the job of interviewing three of the candidates.

Kollman said the choice of Hickey was "excellent" and described the candidates as a qualified but very diverse group.

"Hickey came out as the best candidate among those choices," Kollman said.

Images of Old West Momaday's subject

By TRIPP BALTZ
Copy Editor

Images of the Old West and American Indian tradition came forth from the dramatic readings of Pulitzer Prize-winning N. Scott Momaday during the second lecture of the Sophomore Literary Festival.

Momaday read from some of his poetry and novels before a group of about 400 at Saint Mary's O'Laughlin Auditorium last night.

He began reading charms, which he described as poems in which the singer sends the power of his voice. "... to bring about a change in the world around him."

Charm are tied closely to the tradition of the American Indian, according to Momaday. Born in Lawton, Okla., of a Kiowa father and a French and Cherokee mother, Momaday said he is "very much interested in the American Indian heritage."

After reading the third charm, the last line of which went, "Death dances at the base of that hill," Momaday drew a laugh from the crowd when he said, "These things are very powerful. You shouldn't repeat them loosely."

Momaday read from his poems next, some of which he said were forthcoming in The Paris Review.

When Momaday read the title of his next poem, "Sonnet for a Moccasined Girl," a murmur passed through the crowd. He paused and said, "I'm very good at rhymes."

Momaday said he is a slow poet. He described how it once took him 18 years to write 18 poems. "That's not a very impressive rate, any way you look at it," he said.

Momaday became more serious when he discussed his works about Billy the Kid. "I probably know more about Billy the Kid than most people do," said Momaday. He admitted, "... he has been one of my great fascinations."

Momaday wrote a book titled "The Strange and True Story of My Life with Billy the Kid," a collection of 21 poems, one for as many years of the notorious outlaw's life.

A description of Billy the Kid read, "You could read this man in his hands. I believe that silence was his natural habitat."

In another poem, Billy the Kid is crossed by a drunk man in a bar. Since the man obviously didn't know who he was dealing with, the Kid didn't pay him much attention. "But for a minute, his eyes lay upon him like a shroud," said Momaday. "The man withered away."

After reading the poem that took him 18 years to write, The gunfighter Momaday picked some samples from his novels.

After the readings, Momaday was available for questions in the lobby, where some of his works were for sale.

MANAGER APPLICATIONS

are now available for the NEW Undergraduate Club in LaFortune for the 1986-87 academic year!

Positions Available:
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Deadline for applications is Wednesday, March 12.

Interviews will be March 17-19. Pick up applications in the Student Activities Office, 1st Floor of LaFortune.
Dead baby found in LeMans Hall

By THERESA GUARINO

Most college students do not think about organ donation—and that is unfortunate, according to sophomore Paul Vetter.

"Although the death rate is low for the age bracket of 18 to 25 years, 56 percent of these fatalities are attributable to accidents," Vetter said. "He estimated the time of death at 3 a.m.

"Police said it seems that no College official was aware the student was pregnant. Residence life staff members have begun meeting with residents to inform students on an individual basis of the facts of the incident, according to O'Donnell.

Members of Campus Ministry, Counseling and Career Development, and residence life, soon hope to implement several programs to help students deal with the incident. A prayer service for the student was held in LeMans Hall last night at 9:30."

Organ contribution urged by campus group

By MARGARET CLARKSON

Most college students do not think about organ donation and that is unfortunate, according to sophomore Paul Vetter.

"Although the death rate is low for the age bracket of 18 to 25 years, 56 percent of these fatalities are attributable to accidents," Vetter said. "He estimated the time of death at 3 a.m.

"Police said it seems that no College official was aware the student was pregnant. Residence life staff members have begun meeting with residents to inform students on an individual basis of the facts of the incident, according to O'Donnell.
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not be financially significant, because a small amount of Saint Mary's investments are in South Africa.

"The question is, what is the appropriate role an institution of higher learning should take in divestment?" Hickey said.

Saint Mary's Faculty Assembly passes a resolution favoring divestment last Tuesday.

Currently, Hickey said, "we continue our present strategies to invest in companies as long as they are Sullivan (principal) signatories."

Hickey has been at Saint Mary's since 1960, when he joined the faculty as a biology lab instructor. He was promoted to professor in 1970, and served as chairman of the biology department until his appointment as vice president of academic affairs in 1972. He was appointed vice president and dean of faculty in 1975. Hickey served as acting vice president once before, in 1974-75, after the resignation of former president Edward Henry.

In 1969, Hickey was the recipient of the Spes Unica Award, given each year to the "most outstanding" faculty member at the College.
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Kris Murphy
Altered

OPEN on Mr. Rogers standing in the middle of Notre Dame Avenue. It is winter. He is waiting to go on camera for a special show. He looks cold and scared. He's never been out of the neighborhood before. I've never seen him off his set for a little variety.

Hi boys and girls. Do you know who I am? Sure you do. Well today we're going to do something just a little bit different. Today you and

MR. ROGERS

Mr. Rogers is going to visit another special neighborhood called Notre Dame. Can you say Notre Dame? I thought you could. Notre Dame. Don't that have a nice sound to it? Yeah. You like my great big red suit? I put on my walking shoes too 'cause we're going on a walking tour. Let's begin, shall we?

This is the traffic circle. Do you know what happens in a traffic circle? You don't? Well, let's ask this nice man in the big coat. Hi, Mr. Rogers, what happens in a traffic circle?

OK, how long are you gonna be on campus?

Not very long. Sir. My name is Mr. Rogers. I don't think you know about your little circle.

You got an ID, creep? I'm not a creep, sir. I'm from a special neighborhood.

You're a creep. I think you don't know a creep? Move along 'cause you're blocking traffic.

Well imagine that. He wasn't either at all. Maybe his shoes are too tight. You should always be careful not to tire your shoes very tight or they could hurt. Let's walk, shall we? Gee, this is a pretty place, with all the snow, and...and this refreshing wind and...voice off camera: Hey mores? Get a coat! (laughter)

Hey, those must be some students. Let's meet them.

HEY BOYS, GUYS, IT'S A BEAUTIFUL DAY HERE ON THE NOTRE DAME Campus. Are you going to classes?

DOMER 1: Nope. Beer run.

DOMER 2: That's a nice cardigan. Are you somebody's dad?

I'm not. I'm your neighbor. I do some fish, though, and I like to feed them and watch them swim in circles. You know, pets are special and if you take care of them right they can...be pets.

DOMER 2: Is this who I think it is?

DOMER 1: It can't be.

DOMER 2: It is. What do we do with him?

DOMER 1: Let's take him on the beer run. He looks 23.

DOMER 2: It's a weird idea but I'll probably work. Hey mister, you want to go for a little ride?

You mean like a ride? I have a red bike at home and I like to ride to the park in it. Can you say —

DOMER 2: Can you say "Shut up and walk to the parking lot?"

Sure I can. They ride to King's Cereal in a '73 Nova and get a bunch of Ronco and National Speed Bowls. They let Rogers off near the stadium with a beer to keep him warm. He begins to walk back to the Dome.

Can you say "Illegal?" Gosh that was bad of us to do but those boys were mean to me and I was scared. People told me this was a nice place too. It's cold, boys and girls, and my loafers are all wet. We see if we can find a neighborhood person.

He walks back to campus and wanders until he sees and entering. It happens to be Badin. This door is locked, boys and girls. (a girl passes by)

Excuse me, miss, why is this door all locked up?

DOMER 1: Cause you need a Detex.

DOMER 2: A Detex. Can you say "Detex" boys and girls?

DOMER 1: Who are you talking to?

DOMER 2: I'm talking to all the special boys and girls. Hey, do you want to be my neighbor?

DOMER 1: Well, you are kind of cute and you're very different. Not like all those ND guys who think they're so great. Wanna go to my SYR? SYR? Can you say that, boys and girls?

DOMER 1: It means screw your roommate. Can you say that?

Sure I can. Screw your roommate. It was a rhetorical question.

I can say that. Rhetor —

DOMER 2: Look, you wanna go or not? I know lots of guys who'd love to go.

Actually, I'd just like to take off my loafers. They're all wet.

DOMER 1: Right. No problem. That's the weirdest blow-off I've ever heard. I have ears.

Have a nice day.

DOMER 2: Drop dead!

DOMER 1: Gee, boys and girls, I don't like this place at all. Maybe we should go back to the neighborhood. But here comes a priest. Maybe he can show us how to get a cab.

Hi, Father. Can you show me how to get back to the neighborhood?

What neighborhood would that be, my son?

I'm a special neighborhood. I have a fish tank and lots of parakeets.

Are you talking about the seminary, son? If you're that's what I think about Saint Mary's, that's a special place too. But if you're in the seminary you shouldn't go there.

I wanna go home, Father! So do I, son, so do I.

VOTE FOR ME OR DIE

ELECTION PLATFORM
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Vote for the ticket of Domagalski and Bink

Notre Dame students are fortunate this year. There are seven tickets for student body president and vice president running in tomorrow's election. Not only are students fortunate in the quantity, but in the quality of the candidates. At last night's debate, students in attendance saw articulate, concerned, and competent leaders. A decision in tomorrow's election is not easy to make.

Of the field, The Observer believes the ticket of Jim Domagalski and Laurie Bink best displays the qualities needed to lead Notre Dame student government. The ticket has both the experience and the leadership qualities necessary to provide effective representation and direction for the coming year.

Domagalski's success in class government has provided students with the opportunity to view his leadership in action. His organization and execution of various events throughout the past two years has been excellent. He has delivered on the big promises he has made. In addition, he has been active in the Student Senate.

Domagalski has proven his ability to unite a significant number of students behind his programs. He has proven to be a creative and aggressive leader. With this background, his administration has the opportunity to develop respect for student government, which many candidates complain is now lacking.

There are other qualified candidates. Especially noteworthy are Bruce Lehman's ticket and Mike Miller's ticket. Both have leadership qualities and experience. Their platforms present informed understanding of the workings of student government. Just because these candidates are not as visible as Domagalski does not mean they have not worked hard for students. They are a credit to student government.

The remaining tickets should not be completely overlooked. They add diversity, enthusiasm and humor to the race. Several of them mentioned ideas and insights which would not be otherwise addressed.

Whichever ticket is elected, it should not ignore the input of the other candidates. His ticket should embrace the wealth of enthusiasm seen in the others. Together, these leaders can accomplish much for the students. The winner should channel the hard work and good ideas of all the tickets into a coalition which can improve life at Notre Dame.

By a 5-4 vote, The Observer editorial board endorses Jim Domagalski and Laurie Bink as student body president and student body vice president.

—The Observer

P.O. Box Q

Student senator backs new constitutional plan

Dear Editor

I am writing to express my support for the proposed constitutional plan. I feel that if ratified the proposed constitution will provide the students with a viable avenue to direct their frustrations. In November, a proposed constitution that would abolish the Student Senate was soundly defeated. After the election, the Senate vowed that it would set up a committee and welcomed any document that would be based on students with a viable avenue to direct at the administration their frustrations.

I will not benefit at all from the proposed CORE restructuring. Personally, it angers me that these hall presidents could find it so easy to criticize the proposal. How can they be concerned about student government when they don't show up at any of these meetings? Where was the proposal finished? The restructuring meetings were open to anyone. If these hall presidents were so concerned about the efficiency of student government why didn't they show up at any of these meetings?

The HPC had the option of revising the proposal to meet their requirements, and sending it back to the Senate for approval. Obviously, none of these hall presidents thought it was important enough, because they did not exercise this option. I cannot believe that some of my constituents could be so irresponsible and apathetic about such an important issue. I want to emphasize that I am not saying that the HPC is an ineffective body. On the contrary, it is an excellent information resource body. However, I have become disillusioned with some of the members on the HPC.

I am not saying that this proposal will solve all the problems of student government. Personally, I believe this proposal creates a streamlined and efficient framework for student government. The CORE proposal was devised overnight by two students; it is a document that took two months and the dedication of nine people. These nine committee members represented student senator, class presidents, hall presidents, and concerned students. The committee also solicited the ideas of various administrators and other leaders. This is not a proposal created by a group of power-hungry students; it is a proposal developed by a group of students who dedicated their time in the hope of a better student government.

Even if this proposal does not solve all the problems of the present student government, can it be any worse than what we have witnessed this year? The only way to find out if something works is to give it a chance. And, without this proposal we are stuck with another year under an inefficient system. I ask you to consider these three points when you vote tomorrow. Once again, you, the students, must let your voice be heard.

Mark Conces is co-president of Flanner Hall.

K. C. Cullem
Student senator

Quote of the day

"March is supposed to come in like a lion and go out like a lamb - just like someone demanding a raise."

Arnold H. Glasgow
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There are two levers for change in South Africa: black unrest and international sanctions. Both need to be applied simultaneously to bring about the change that is necessary. The ANC has been trying to bring about this change for over a century. In this struggle, the African National Congress has functioned as the major political organization. For almost half a century, from its founding in 1912 to the passive resistance campaigns of the 1950's, the ANC sought to change the system through non-violent means. This strategy failed and declared illegal in 1960; in 1961 Albert Luthuli, who as President General of the ANC had the Defiance Campaign, was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize.

A decade later in the 1970's, the Black Consciousness Movement emerged to continue the challenge to apartheid. Led by a young man named Steve Biko, the Movement was non-violent; once again the ANC had drifted away from the heart of the student community which had gathered to protest their inferior education and the entire system of apartheid. By 1977 the organizations of the Black Consciousness Movement had been banned and their leaders detained.
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Bengal Bouts results

Quartef Round
175 pounds
Kevin Young def. Michael Johnson, unan.
Don Mcleod def. Michael Fink, unan.
Mike Fink def. Steve Schneider, unan.
Mark Lechner def. Walter Zwingli, unan.
165 pounds
Dennis Coleman def. Brian Ingalls, unan.
Jim Ackerson def. Mike Murphy, unan.
Dave Gavagan def. Mike O'Brien, dec.
Mike O'Brien def. Steve Schneider, dec.
155 pounds
John Mundo def. Raymond Havel, unan.
Mike Fink def. Dan Schneider, dec.
145 pounds
David Fink def. Mike Coffie, unan.
David Coffie def. Robert Costello, dec.
Jim Kirsch def. Robert Costello, dec.
138 pounds
Tom Ingalls def. Tim O'Connell, split.
John Mundo def. Tim O'Connell, dec.
Nate McNamee def. Tom Ingalls, dec.
135 pounds
David Mash def. Mike Coffie, split.
Mike Coffie def. John Mundo, dec.
Bob Schneider def. John Mundo, dec.
130 pounds
John Goodwine def. Ray Thomas, unan.
Mark Lechner def. Walter Zwingli, unan.
125 pounds
John Burelbach def. Mike O'Brien, unan.
Mark Lechner def. Walter Zwingli, unan.

Celtics end Pistons' string, 129-109

BOSTON - Danny Ainge scored a career-high 27 points and joined Kevin McHale to spark a surge in the third quarter that boosted the Boston Celtics to a 129-109 victory that ended the Detroit Pistons' franchise-record 10-game NBA winning streak yesterday.

The Celtics broke a close one-game by taking away a 98-89 lead after the third quarter. A 16-0 spurt helped them run away from the Pistons in the final minutes of the game.

The Celtics dominated the Pistons for most of the game, outscoring them 40-20 in the third quarter alone.

Gary Payton scored 28 points for the Pistons, while Rick Mahorn added 21. But it wasn't enough to keep up with the Celtics, who had six players score in double figures.

The Celtics are now the No. 1 team in the NBA, and they're just getting started. They'll be looking to extend their winning streak to 13 games when they play the New York Knicks on Wednesday.

Classifieds

NOTICES

BOARD OR ROOMS FOR RENT

MONDAY, THURSDAY, SATURDAY

SOUND SYSTEMS

FURNITURE FOR SALE

PERSONALS

LOOKING TO BUY A HITCH OR A CAR RACK OR A CYCLE CARRIER?

STOP USING BEES AS A WEAPON

PERSONAL ADVERTISEMENTS

SPORTS BRIEFS

THE ND Windsurfing Club will hold a meeting day at 7 p.m. in the LaFortune Little Theatre. All current members and anyone interested in joining the club are invited to attend. For more information call Kevin Larzay at 283-1484.

A welding tournament has been organized by NVA. The tourney is required at that time. For more information call NV A.

The Observer

NVA HydroBovs will be held every Tuesday and Thursday from 7 to 8. Proof of insurance is required at that time. For more information call NV A.

A squash clinic will be held for beginning and novice players on Wednesday at 7 p.m. Sign up in advance at NV A.

An open squash tournament will be held by the ND Squash Club on March 14-16 as part of the Insilco National Tournament. Anyone interested is welcome, and there is no charge. For more information call NV A.

An interhall baseball tournament is being organized by NVA. Interested teams should sign up by March 20 at the ND Observatory. For more information call NV A.

Twelve-inch softball tournaments for men, women and graduate departments are being organized by NVA. Interested teams should sign up by March 20 at the ND Observatory. For more information call NV A.

NVA cross-country ski rentals are available for a small fee on a regular basis. For more information, call NV A.

Bouts continued from page 16

knew the right was coming, but I don't know why I couldn't stop it.

Macciposto will try to tame John "Zoo Animal" Drew in the semifinals. Drew slowed down "Fast Ed" Dowd long enough to gain a semifinal berth. Drew will cover pressing the pace, defense and for back pain. Anyone interested is welcome, and there is no charge. For more information call NVA. - The Observer

A wrestling tournament has been organized by NVA. Anyone interested is welcome. Anyone interested is welcome to take part. For more information call NV A.

The ND Rowing Club will hold a general meeting tomorrow at 7 p.m. in Room 123 Newland Science Building. All members are reminded to bring their checkbooks in order to pay dues and spring break. For more information call Patricia Worth at 283-2759. - The Observer

The Observer
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Irish visit New Orleans tonight

By DENNIS CORRIGAN

State Writer

NEW ORLEANS – One team’s loss is another team’s gain. That’s the story for the University of New Orleans basketball program when it hosts Notre Dame tonight at Lake Front Coliseum. (The game will not be televised in the South Bend area.)

When cross-town rival Tulane dropped its program in the wake of point-sharing and pay-off allegations, first-year Privater head coach Benny Dees saw a chance to get his own program going at New Orleans.

Acting quickly, Dees signed former Tulane players Elden Irving, Theron Coje, Michael Smith and Ronald Grandison. When a team drops its program, its players do not have to sit out a year if they transfer to another institution, and Dees has taken advantage of the NCAA rule. Both Grandison, a 6-8 forward, and Smith, a 6-7 center, start for the Privaters, while Coje and Irving are key reserves.

Grandison, who transferred to Tulane from Cal-Irvine, leads New Orleans in scoring (16.2 points per game), rebounding (9.4 a game) and minutes played (32.8). Joining Grandison on the front line is 6-7 Sam Jones, who is averaging 9.1 points and 5.6 rebounds a contest, and Smith, who averages nine points and 5.2 rebounds a night and leads New Orleans with 19 blocked shots this season.

The Privaters backcourt is comprised of 6-1 sophomore Gabe Corcichian (6.1 points, 3.5 assists) and 6-4 Terence Bellock (5.5 points, 3.6 steals on the season). Besides Coje (4.7 points, 3.3 rebounds) and Irving (4.7 points, 1.6 rebounds), Dees relies on Randy Goodwin (averaging 5.1 points and 1.9 rebounds per game) for bench strength.

The Privaters have a record of 16-9 following a loss last Thursday to Memphis State. But more important for the Irish is New Orleans’ 11-2 home record. The Privaters have lost at home only to Memphis State by four and Southwestern Louisiana by eight. Following its tough win over Marquette, Notre Dame should not be taking the Privaters lightly, a sentiment that Head Coach Digger Phelps shares. "New Orleans is another team that really has played well the last several weeks," Phelps said. "Continued

Rivals

continued from page 16

Marquette forwards David Boone and Kenny Troutt usually lead the Warrior rotation, but in February’s game at the ACC they each fouled out after scoring only eight and seven points respectively. In Saturday’s game, however, the two had 31 points and 20 points to keep the Warriors in the game.

The Irish have defeated Marquette in each of the last six contests, and several Irish stars from past games returned to lead Notre Dame to another victory.

Senior forward Ken Barlow has averaged over 13 points in the last four Irish-Warrior contests. On Saturday, he poured in 18 points, including three alley-oop dunks and another slam after a powerful drive down the lane.

Sophomore guard David Rivers has scored 70 points in his four games against Marquette, including an eight-foot shot at the buzzer to defeat the Warriors 63-62 last year in Milwaukee. On Saturday he poured in 17 points (including 9-of-10 from the line), grabbed a team-leading seven rebounds and dished out seven assists.

The main feature of the Notre Dame-Marquette series has been highly competitive games. The average victory margin for the last 16 games is under five points, while the Irish only hold a 10-8 margin in victories for the last 18 games. These games include a single point margin, three two point wins, and two games decided by three points.

Irish forward Jim Dolan has been directly responsible for a pair of his team’s two-point victories. In his freshman year, the Irish senior made a shot with time running out to defeat the Warriors 59-57 at the MECCA. Then, on February 1 of this year he tipped in a missed shot with no time left on the clock to send the game into overtime. His two points (on 10-of-11 shooting) and nine rebounds keyed Notre Dame’s 72-70 win.

Besides Rivers’ final second heroics last year, several other contests have been decided in the closing moments. In 1973 at Milwaukee, Notre Dame’s Dwight Clay hit a 15-foot jumper to give the Irish a 71-69 victory and Marquette’s 81-game home winning streak.

Marquette fans got a piece of revenge eight years later, as Warrior guard Digger Phelps and several players tried to explain the reason for the intense and exciting games against Marquette.

“Notre Dame is a great basketball team, and we respect what they bring to the table," said Dolan. "They have a lot of talent and we have to be prepared for them."
I sensed Rivers was a hard push by passes from Rivers for dunks in the contest which Marquette's Keyy Trotter on an attempted layup with 4:43 to play. was so wrong with him that he with six of them coming off lob hadn't hit the Rivers remained displeased with the wanted to play the game like Rivers hit the two foul shots, and come from page 16 dunks in the contest. of them were free throws. "We "In the first half, we were having lapes and not playing our game," said Below. "I was having difficulties so a couple of my shots weren't falling. In the second half, we concentrated on what we had to do and turned things around. I figured I'd take the higher-percentage shot and I was able to put the ball down a little better."

But as well as the Irish played in the second half, they played as poorly in the first period. They shot 40 percent from the field and committed 10 turnovers. They had trouble getting back on defense to shut down the Marquette fast break, as the Warriors scored 10 points off their running game.

"We knew that Marquette would come at us very, very aggressively," said Phelps. "They killed us the first half with their intensity, shooting and tough play on the boards. We just played horribly in the first half." But, although it was not much, change began to take place late in the first half. The Warriors held a 13-point lead - their largest of the game - at 30-17 with 4:02 left in the half, but their shooting failed them, as the Irish slowly were able to climb back into the contest, finishing the half down by only the seven-point margin.

"We could have been down 17 at the half, the way we played," said Phelps. "Our goal was to cut their lead to under 10 points by halftime. Once we got that down in the second half, we were able to hold onto it and do the same with three to four minutes to go."

"I'm just so pleased with the team for coming back like this," said Matt Jefferson. "It's the sign of a great team to come from 13 points down playing a game like this." Majerus, who has yet to win a game against Notre Dame, was obviously disappointed after the game in which his Warriors shot only 42 percent from the field.

"I think Notre Dame played excellent basketball in the second half," he said. "They just executed very well. They took away our inside game with their 1-3-1 zone, and we just couldn't put the ball in the basket. That was the story of the game."

"But they're a top-ten team. They're bigger, stronger and better than we are. I can't fault the kids' effort."

In the end, however, all the hats and posters the Warriors fans could come up with couldn't fend off the Irish, and the Marquette faithful were reduced at frustration.

"We've been down before," said Stevenson, "so I knew we could come back. We can play with anybody if we play our game. There's no telling how far this team can go. When we concentrate and do things right, we have no limit."

---

**Rally continued from page 16**

foul shots late in the contest which iced the game for the Irish. One foul which particularly incensed Rivers was a hard push by Marquette's Keyy Trotter on an attempted layup with 4:43 to play. Rivers hit the two foul shots, and the Irish got the ball out of bounds on the intentional foul call, but Rivers remained displeased with the game, "I'd have been in the fifth row if I hadn't hit the table," said Rivers of the foul. "I just asked him what was so wrong with him that he wanted to play the game like that."

Below finished with 18 points, with six of them coming off lob passes from Rivers in the second half. An aggressive drive down the lane for a one-handed slam late in the game gave him four dunks in the contest.

"In the first half, we were having lapses and not playing our game," said Below. "I was having difficulty since a couple of my shots weren't falling. In the second half, we concentrated on what we had to do and turned things around. I figured I'd take the higher-percentage shot and I was able to put the ball down a little better."

But as well as the Irish played in the second half, they played as poorly in the first period. They shot 40 percent from the field and committed 10 turnovers. They had trouble getting back on defense to shut down the Marquette fast break, as the Warriors scored 10 points off their running game.

"We knew that Marquette would come at us very, very aggressively," said Phelps. "They killed us the first half with their intensity, shooting and tough play on the boards. We just played horribly in the first half."

But, although it was not much, change began to take place late in the first half. The Warriors held a 13-point lead - their largest of the game - at 30-17 with 4:02 left in the half, but their shooting failed them, as the Irish slowly were able to climb back into the contest, finishing the half down by only the seven-point margin.

"We could have been down 17 at the half, the way we played," said Phelps. "Our goal was to cut their lead to under 10 points by halftime. Once we got that down in the second half, we were able to hold onto it and do the same with three to four minutes to go."

"I'm just so pleased with the team for coming back like this," said Matt Jefferson. "It's the sign of a great team to come from 13 points down playing a game like this." Majerus, who has yet to win a game against Notre Dame, was obviously disappointed after the game in which his Warriors shot only 42 percent from the field.

"I think Notre Dame played excellent basketball in the second half," he said. "They just executed very well. They took away our inside game with their 1-3-1 zone, and we just couldn't put the ball in the basket. That was the story of the game."

"But they're a top-ten team. They're bigger, stronger and better than we are. I can't fault the kids' effort."

In the end, however, all the hats and posters the Warriors fans could come up with couldn't fend off the Irish, and the Marquette faithful were reduced at frustration.

"We've been down before," said Stevenson, "so I knew we could come back. We can play with anybody if we play our game. There's no telling how far this team can go. When we concentrate and do things right, we have no limit."
College roundup

INDIANAPOLIS - Eddie Johnson scored 18 points, included four free throws in the final 26 seconds, as Xavier beat St. Louis 74-66 yesterday in the championship game of the Midwestern Collegiate Conference tournament and gained an automatic berth in the NCAA tournament.

Johnson, who scored 12 of his 18 points in the first half, scored six-for-eight from the field and six-for-six at the foul line to help the Musketeers hold off an upset bid by St. Louis.

Xavier, up by 11 points several times in the first half with a 37-28 lead at intermission, saw their margin dwindle to three points with 1:55 remaining when the Billikens' Darrell Lenard hit a five-foot jumper to make the score 65-62.

Ron Holland, coach of former Notre Dame assistant Pete Gillen, went up by six, 68-62, when Andy Donyell hit a free throw, but Lenard answered with an 18-foot jumper to make it 68-64.

Johnson then hit two free throws to make the score 70-64 with 26 seconds remaining, but Lenard again hit a jumper from 10 feet to keep St. Louis within four points, 70-66.

With 14 seconds remaining, Walt McBride made two free throws for Xavier, and then Johnson scored on two more free throws to reach the final score with six seconds left.

Johnson also had 14 rebounds and three steals for Xavier, 25-4, the regular-season champ in the MCC. Teammates Richie Harris and Byron Larkin each scored 19 points.

Lenard finished with 14 for St. Louis, 18-12. Rabbit Hudson led the Billikens with 18.

Xavier forward Richie Harris dribbles against a Duquesne defender in a game earlier last season. Xavier won the Midwestern Collegiate Conference tournament yesterday. Details of that and other college games appear at right.

Duke 82, UNC 74

DURHAM, N.C. - Senior David Henderson scored 11 points during a late 14-4 run for top-ranked Duke as the Blue Devils beat No. 3 North Carolina 82-74 yesterday and won the Atlantic Coast Conference regular-season basketball title.

It was the first time the Blue Devils, 29-2 for the season and 12-2 in the ACC, had won the conference title outright since 1986. They tied with North Carolina for the crown in 1979. The victory also gave Duke the No. 1 seed for the ACC tournament which starts Friday.

The Tar Heels, losing for the third time in the last four games, dropped to 10-4 in the conference and 26-4 overall.

Henderson, a 6-1 guard, finished with 27 points, while senior guard Johnny Dawkins added 21, senior forward Mark Alarie had 16 and junior guard Tommy Amaker had 14.

Dawkins raised his four-year point total to 2,243 and surpassed Mike Gminski to become Duke's all-time leading scorer. He is No. 2 in ACC history behind Dick Hendrix of Wake Forest.

Brad Daugherty led North Carolina with 24 points, followed by Jeff Lebo's 18, Joe Wolfe's 14 and Curtis Hunter's 10.

North Carolina played its third game in a row without starting guard Steve Hale, out with a collapsed lung.

Duke led 37-34 at halftime and, after Daugherty's inability to make shots, went ahead 60-52 with 9:37 remaining on Amaker's three-point play.

Four field goals by Daugherty, the Tar Heel center, and a jumper by Lebo reduced the Blue Devils' margin to 64-62, but just under seven minutes to go.

Henderson then scored the next seven points for Duke, which capitalized on Tar Heel turnovers and Daugherty's inability to connect on a pair of one-and-one free-throw situations.

Amaker's foul shot with 56 seconds left capped the 14-4 run which gave Duke a 16-point disadvantage. North Carolina never got closer than six points thereafter, cutting the margin to 80-74 on Kenny Smith's jumper with 16 seconds to play.

L.U. 80, Iowa 73

BLOOMINGTON, Ind. - Guard Steve Alford scored 25 points yesterday, as 16th-ranked Indiana survived a second-half rally to beat Iowa 80-73 and regain a first-place tie with Michigan going into the final week of the Big Ten Conference basketball race.

The Hawkeyes came back from 19 points down and trailed by only one point with possession of the ball with three minutes remaining. But Iowa missed two shots, Alford made two baskets and Indiana's Wisnott Morgan put the game out of reach with a pair of free throws.

Alford, a 6-2 junior, had 15 points in the first half, including six during a 15-4 spurt that gave the Hoosiers a 40-27 lead with three minutes left before intermission.

Indiana took its biggest lead at 19 points, 64-45, seven minutes into the second half before a 24-6 burst by the Hawkeyes put the game out of reach.

Take a break

with Refreshing Coca-Cola clothes!

After a swim, and for a casual night on the town, nothing's more refreshing than Coca-Cola clothes. That's because Coca-Cola clothes are made of cool 100% cotton and natural blends—nothing's artificial! Check this out: rugby shirts, jerseys, sweaters, sweatshirts, denim, caps, and much more for the student body. Get yours down to Ayres now for the clothes a body thrives for. We show: camp shirt in white with red logos; S,M,L; 36.00. S-Pocket denim jean in 100% stone-washed cotton; sizes 6-16; 30.00. Logo T-shirt in white, red or royal; S,M,L,XL; 18.00. S-Pocket denim jeans in sizes 30-38; 30.00. Men's and Women's Sportswear (D.527,359), Scottsdale Mall and University Park.

Shop Ayres Scottsdale Mall and University Park daily 10 to 9; Sunday 12 to 5:30.
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Irish hockey sweeps final home games from N.D. State

By KEVIN HERBERT
Sports Writer

"They were not pretty, but we will take wins any way we can get the Kirby.

That is how Notre Dame hockey coach Lefty Smith described the team's two victories over Notre Dakota State this past weekend. North Dakota notched a come-from-behind 6-5 victory on Friday and a 4-3 win on Saturday to end their season home record at 8-3-1.

The Irish also upped their season ledger to 12-19-1.

"Defensively we made some bad mistakes in our own zone which cost us, and offensively we tended to overpass causing us to miss some scoring opportunities" said Smith. "If anything won these two games for us, I would have to say it was our persistency. Whether it was due to Parent's Work or whatever, we simply did not have enough concentration on the ice this weekend."

North Dakota State goallender Jeff Akins must feel like the Texans defense fired an incredible 96 shots at him this weekend.

Each of the two games, Notre Dame seemed to wear Akins down. In a period by period breakdown this fact becomes manifest. In the first periods, the Irish did not manage a goal but in the second and third periods, Notre Dame notched four and six goals respectively.

In Friday night's match, the Irish trailed 1-0 before freshman Bob Herber tied the score off of an assist from sophomore Tom Mooney.

Steve Grafton then struck back for the Bisons with two more scores, giving him the hat-trick for the game, and his team the 3-1 advantage.

Steve Whitmore retaliated with a power-play goal for the Irish to cut the margin to 3-2 halfway through the second period.

With 12:21 remaining in the game and the Bisons on the power-play, left-wing Brent Chapman carried the puck inside Notre Dakota's blue line where he proceeded to feed Akins out of position and shuffle the puck behind Akins into the net for an unassisted goal.

In a period by period breakdown, Notre Dame was the dominant team the first periods, the Irish did not manage a goal but in the second and third periods, Notre Dame notched four and six goals respectively.

Herber tied the score off of an assist from Tom Mooney.

Steve Graftston then struck back for the Bisons with two more scores, giving him the hat-trick for the game, and his team the 3-1 advantage.

Steve Whitmore retaliated with a power-play goal for the Irish to cut the margin to 3-2 halfway through the second period.

With 12:21 remaining in the game and the Bisons on the power-play, left-wing Brent Chapman carried the puck inside Notre Dakota's blue line where he proceeded to feed Akins out of position and shuffle the puck behind Akins into the net for an unassisted goal.

This shorthanded tally tied the game at three and seemed to give the Irish new life.

Thirty-three seconds later, senior Dave Waldbillig gave Notre Dame its first lead off an assist from Bob Herber.

With 10:23 remaining, the Bisons went on the power play. Notre Dame successfully killed the first half of the two-minute hooking penalty, but could not last the other half as North Dakota tied the game at four with 9:06 to play. For the weekend, Notre Dame's power-play defense was lacking as the Bisons scored five goals on 11 attempts.

Notre Dame responded with a power-play score of its own with 6:22 remaining, Bob Tobeaux recorded the goal with an assist from Waldbillig.

The Irish extended the lead to 6-4 with 6:38 to go in the final period as Whitmore scored his second goal of the game. This time he was assisted by freshman Matt Hanzel and sophomore Mark Anguillare.

With five minutes to play North Dakota shave the margin in half on a goal from Tom Folseke.

For the next two minutes, the Bisons put Notre Dame goallender Marc Guay to the test with a flurry of shots. Fortunately for the Irish, Guay was worthy of the challenge as Notre Dame preserved a hard-fought 6-5 win.

For the game, Guay recorded 25 saves including 16 in the final period.

A little over five minutes later, Mike McNeill scored off an assist from Herber to put the Irish in front 2-1. As was typical of this weekend's events, the Bisons came roaring back with 1:09 to go in the second to put the game even again.

After North Dakota had regained the lead at 3-2, Tim Kelly tied it up at three with 12:09 left in the game. Kelly was assisted by sophomore Lance Patten.

The game-winner came at the 12:24 mark when Brent Chapman scored his second goal of the weekend. He was assisted by Bob Tobeaux.

Proposed New Constitution
(by Student Senate)

Major Changes

★ Composition of Senate

• One Hall Senator from each dorm
• Four Class Presidents
• Elimination of non-elected officials

★ Powers and Duties

• presidential veto of Senate
• veto overridden by 2/3 vote of Senate
• Senate control of S.A.B. and Student Government expenditures

★ Amendment Procedures

• Constitutional Amendments proposed by student body, Senate, or Hall Presidents Council

• Constitutional Amendments adopted by 3/4 vote of entire Senate, (23 of 30 Senators), or a 2/3 vote of Student Body

★ Committee Structure

• Standing Committees: Finance and Budget, Student Activities Board Steering, Campus Life, Student Concerns, and Rules Committee

Emphasis of New Constitution

Increased accountability through control of budget and student policy by elected officials

paid advertisement
The Daily Crossword

ACROSS
1 Skirt type
5 Sanctified
10 Day water course
14 Cassidy
15 Hardship
21 Spill
22 Mystic rhyme
24 Breast
25 Isolated
26 Confim
27 Set off
33 Praying figure in art
34 Cattle feed
35 Tijuana's land abbr.
36 Sprite
37 More logical
38 A Fonda
39 Comp. pt.
40 Feel
41 Shaving item
42 Consecrate
43 Shybird
45 Shrubbery one
46 "... smile be you..."
47 Sourd
50 Was an angel
54 Wits in Roma
57 Bionic
58 Parts of speech
59 Amerind
61 Location
62 January in
63 Jeer
65 Irate
66 Printing term
67 After a bit
68 Pitcher
69 Bumpersticker's
70 Kin
71 Kin
72 Leave

DOWN
1 26 Water cups
2 35 Cattle feed
3 33 Praying figure in art
4 34 Cattle feed
5 31 Drift
6 32 Use energy
7 34 "Inferno" poet
8 37 Mean tide
9 36 Sprite
10 35 Tijuana's land abbr.
11 36 Sprite
12 35 Tijuana's land abbr.
13 36 Sprite
14 35 Tijuana's land abbr.
15 36 Sprite
16 35 Tijuana's land abbr.
17 36 Sprite
18 35 Tijuana's land abbr.
19 36 Sprite
20 35 Tijuana's land abbr.
21 36 Sprite
22 35 Tijuana's land abbr.
23 36 Sprite
24 35 Tijuana's land abbr.
25 36 Sprite
26 35 Tijuana's land abbr.
27 36 Sprite
28 35 Tijuana's land abbr.
29 36 Sprite
30 35 Tijuana's land abbr.
31 36 Sprite
32 35 Tijuana's land abbr.
33 36 Sprite
34 35 Tijuana's land abbr.
35 36 Sprite
36 35 Tijuana's land abbr.
37 36 Sprite
38 35 Tijuana's land abbr.
39 36 Sprite
40 35 Tijuana's land abbr.
41 36 Sprite
42 35 Tijuana's land abbr.
43 36 Sprite
44 35 Tijuana's land abbr.
45 36 Sprite
46 35 Tijuana's land abbr.
47 36 Sprite
48 35 Tijuana's land abbr.
49 36 Sprite
50 35 Tijuana's land abbr.
51 36 Sprite
52 35 Tijuana's land abbr.

Friday's Solution

H e l p I R S p r o c e s s m o r e q u i c k l y.

T h a n k s a n y w a y . . . I ' v e a l r e a d y h a d b r e a k f a s t.

File Now!


1986 Sophomore Literary Festival
March 1st to March 7th

March 3 Mon. Alan Bugan
March 4 Tues. Mary Oliver
March 5 Wed. Ronald Subenick/Loe Segal
March 6 Thurs. Clayton Eshleman
March 7 Fri. Robert Cornelius
Irish rally past Warriors in 2nd half, 74-66

Stevenson scores key points as ND comes from 13 down

By ERIC SCHUEMANN
Assistant Sports Editor

MILWAUKEE - No one figured it would come from where it did.

But after the Notre Dame basketball team played a poor first half and trailed Marquette 34-27 Saturday, freshman Mark Stevenson scored eight of the team's first 12 points in the second half, giving the Irish a 39-37 lead with 15:26 left in the game.

Although Marquette would remain close for a while, the Irish broke away in the last two minutes and left the floor with a 74-66 victory, their sixth in a row over the Warriors.

Stevenson, who had not appeared so possessed since the Irish lost to Dayton, scored 16 points in the second half to finish with 18.

"Stevenson hit some tough shots today," said weary Warrior head coach Rick Majerus. "For a freshman to take those kind of shots and hit them . . . those were big-time shots. Some of those one-handers from the left-side were unbelievable."

"I was able to penetrate the teams and pull and shoot my shot," said Stevenson. "They were playing off me because of David (Rivers), so I was open to score. Things started to flow and I felt good.

"It was obvious that Stevenson, who continued to make quite a push start, had a surprise of a surprise to the Warriors. Marquette spent much of the afternoon in a 1-1-3 zone, trying to contain Rivers and did a fine job of that.

"But that left others, namely Stevenson, open and when rivers and the Irish began to exploit this in the Second half, it was all over for the Warriors."

"We felt they were concentrating on Rivers with the 1-1-3 zone, almost playing a man-to-man on him," said Irish head coach Digger Phelps. "We had to get others into the flow, and David did a great job getting others into the offense by playing unselfishly."

"We were able to set up lots of screens on the weak-side for Stevenson and Barlow, and the lobs to Barlow were open."

Rivers, who suffered a sprained ankle early in the second half, finished with seven assists and 17 points, seven of them coming on second-half points from the outside, which helped open the inside for the Irish front court.

ND women down Evansville in finale, 73-57

By MARTY BURNS
Assistant Sports Editor

It was hard to tell what exactly all the applause was for Friday night at the ACC when the Notre Dame women's basketball team closed out its 1985-86 season home game.

Was it for the Irish team which rolled to its seventh straight victory with a convincing 73-57 whipping of Evansville to raise its record to 19-7-11 in the North Star Conference?

Or was it for Irish seniors Trena Keys and Lynn Ebben, who were playing for the last time before the home crowd after four years of helping the Notre Dame program grow as a Division I team?

The answer is probably both. For while all 398 patrons in attendance knew it would be the last time the home whites for Keys and Ebben, the Irish helped ease the pain of the moment with another solid performance against a considerably weaker opponent.

Leading the way for Notre Dame was center Sandy Sloan. The 6-2 sophomore, who had scored in double figures in the 15 previous games and who ranked 16th nationally in field goal percentage at 60.1 percent, overcame some early difficulty to lead her team at both ends of the court.

In fact, it was Botham's match-up underneath Evansville's Kirk Sloan that was the most interesting and most important factor in the contest.

The 6-5 Sloan, who is the daughter of former NBA All-Star Jerry Sloan, showed much of the same fierce competitive instincts that were her father's trademarks.

Her 22 points and eight rebounds, most of which came in the first half before Botham got into a groove, almost single-handedly kept the Lady Aces within striking distance of the Irish.

Botham, however, proved too much over the length of the battle for Sloan and Evansville as she connected on 9-of-9 shooting from the field for 18 points and blocked four second-half rebounds.

"The match-up between Sloan and Botham was a great one," said Irish head coach Mary Distttanislao. "We never got a chance to see her play, but it's not Sloan who made a big difference for them. We were still competitive as a team just played tough and didn't make a lot of mistakes."

Although the final score may not reflect it, the Lady Aces did keep it close for much of the game. Carry on with Sloan and forward Gretchen Eisenhauer (16 points on the night), Evansville was able to draw the Notre Dame defense out of position enough times to stay even on the boards. This enabled coach Bill Barnett's 6-19 team to go to the intermission down only 37-28.

"Half of their (32) rebounds were offensive rebounds," noted DiStnislao. "That's why this game was so close. Evansville was running a good passing game and they were pulling our people off their matchups. We weren't doing a good job recovering to block out.

In the second half, however, Notre Dame corrected some of those flaws and was able to pull away from Evansville. The rout began with 10 minutes left in the game when the Irish ran off a string of 10 consecutive points to increase their lead from 57-47 to 67-47.

Freshman guard Dondrea Toney (12 points off the bench) started the streak with a rebound layup off a Keys miss. Keys, however, didn't miss her next two chances in the took takes from Toney and point guard Mary Gavin (6 points, 13 assists) and laid them in for four of her 14 points. A quick pass from Toney to Keys led the Irish to an easy lay off in the glass to finish the game in what was head coach DiStnislao's and the home court careers of the two players.

"It was a little sentimental knowing I'll never play another game here," said Keys, who took only 36 minutes of play because of a sore shoulder. "But every game I have butterflies in my stomach, and this was not different. It just felt good to win.

56th Bengal Bouts begin with KO

By CHUCK FREEBY
Sports Writer

If you heard a loud noise outside your window at about 8 o'clock last night, it was only the "Night Train" roaring by.

Mark "Night Train" Seals, a 154- pound whirling mass of muscle from Fisher Hall, scored one of the quickest knockouts in Bengal Bout history to highlight a 42-bout card in the opening night of the 56th annual intracolleageate boxing tournament Sunday evening at Stepans Center.

Seals,a senior from Atlanta, leved Steven Santry only 14 seconds into the first round. Santry led off the match with a good jab, but Seals answered with a left jab and a roundhouse right hook which sent Santry to the canvas with a sickening thud.

"I was very surprised at how quickly it happened," said Seals, who may have been the most manned man in the crowd of 2,341 - with the possible exception of Santry.

"I entered the bouts because I just wanted to help out and feel the "needed," added Seals. "I just happen to make it to the semi-finals on Wednesday."

Seals' semifinal fight looks like it could be a great one, as he's 95 percent off against another hard-hitter in Pat Laughon. Laughon exhibited a strong overhand right in earning a unanimous decision over Daniel Carter.

In another 145-pound action, Thomas Newell earned a unanimous decision over David Fink, while David Dvorak scored two knockdowns against Michael Bacula before the referee stopped the contest at 1:12 of the third round.

The best fight of the evening may have been at 158 pounds, as Jeff "The Master" Masciponti won on a split decision over Ed "Wolf" Gabagov. Both fighters drew blood with combinations in the first two rounds. The two then staged an all-out toe-to-toe in the third round, exchanging blows and landing a prolonged standing ovation from the crowd.

"I pretty much went with my one-schooer, who was Jeff doesn't come to the body much," noted Masciponti, who advanced to the semi-finals.

"I don't know what happened," commented Gabagov, a finalist in last year's bouts. "I was both going as well, but I almost lost it over the way. 1

By NICK SCHRANTZ
Sports Writer

MILWAUKEE - Saturday's Notre Dame-Marquette basketball game was like every other contest between the two schools since 1972, where the Irish team won by less than 10 points.

In addition, the game at the MECCA on Saturday was every ingredient of past games that have contributed to the creation of a fierce and competitive rivalry between the Irish and the War­

riors. As in past games, the out­

come was in doubt until the final seconds, and the crowd was vocal and sometimes intimidating.

With all those factors present, Notre Dame's 74-66 victory was as close and exciting as many of the games from the past 14 years.

Irish freshman Mark Stevenson emerged as a strong hero in the series, as he scored 18 points on 8- of-12 shooting from the floor and was 2-2 from the line. The 6-3 guard scored many of his 16 second-half points from the outside, which helped open the inside for the Irish front court.

see RIVAL, page 11